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 Untermenues Leben Musik und Die Kunst Des Solfeggietons. Slide guitar, also known as, is a style of free-form guitar music played with a slide, a guitar slide being a device that attaches to the guitar fret board to allow the performer to "drown out" the fretted notes in the guitar neck with overdriven harmonics. The slide guitar has been practiced by many musicians, among them Roy Buchanan,
Richard Manuel, Taj Mahal, Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Terry Tolkin, John Fahey, Eric Clapton, Simon Kirke, David Byrne, George Harrison, Rufus Wainwright and Neil Young, who has credited it with helping launch his solo career. The earliest known use of the term slide guitar was by John Fahey in a 1965 review of " The Woodstock Folklore Festival," a concert held on
August 15 at the Bitter End in New York City, where Fahey described a solo performance by Bob Dylan as "a monumental free-for-all in the modes of the blues and guitar: chording, alternate picking, hammer-ons, tapping, vibrato, open-string work, and the "slidin' guitar". Historical relevance The early versions of the guitar had no frets, so it was normal for a player to play with a slide on the fret

board. Over time, as the guitar became more popular, a number of different kinds of musical devices were invented to allow the players to slide over the frets without using their fingers, some of these inventions included metal bars, nylon strings and later strings coated with friction producing materials like beeswax, paraffin, lubricating powders or grease, sometimes also combined with nylon inserts.
As slide guitar evolved over the years, the use of the guitar slid was influenced by a number of musical styles. Blues guitarist George Travis is credited with the creation of the so-called "open-G" technique, which consisted in combining the "open-G" style he used on blues guitar with the sliding techniques of jazz guitarists, and in the subsequent decades the "open-G" techniques were mostly used on

the slide guitar. The acoustic guitar is a plucked string instrument, consisting of a hollow body with a sound hole, neck and fingerboard made from thin wood and one or more strings made of steel or gut. When the strings are plucked with a finger 520fdb1ae7
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